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BEFORE YOU GET STARTED

I understand your enthusiasm in reading and exploring this Blueprint right away. But do you want to gain more out of it? Then be sure to watch the video that accompany this document. You can watch the video at:

www.joeyyap.com/journey
The word BaZi literally translates to ‘Eight Character’. Because the eight characters are derived from four pairs of characters adorning four pillars, BaZi is sometimes called Four Pillars of Destiny, Four Pillars or Si Zhu.

It is important to know the difference between BaZi and the daily newspaper zodiac signs horoscope. The animal forecasts that you see in the media daily or weekly are merely for entertainment purposes. Reading them might be fun and humorous, but while you do so please bear in mind that they are not real BaZi applications or analyses.

So what exactly is BaZi? BaZi is a hundreds and thousands of possible combinations and probabilities that make up a complex system of astrology. As scientific as it sounds, BaZi is a classical study dating back to the Tang Dynasty. Notable ancient texts of BaZi studies include Di Tian Sui, Zi Ping Zhen Quan and Yuan Hai Zi Ping.

The founding father of BaZi is Grand Master Xu Zi Ping during the Five Dynasty era (AD 907-978). He revolutionised BaZi system and also was the brain behind the Zi Ping BaZi system that is widely practiced today by notable masters and consultants alike.

BaZi is the translation of our birth information i.e. year, month, day and hour of birth; by plotting them into four pairs of Chinese characters called Jia Zi. Simply said the four pairs make eight characters, each pair is known as Four Pillars; hence the name.
The eight characters are made up by Yin and Yang polarity of the five elements (Wood, metal, water, fire and earth). A person’s character, nature and life path can be analysed and determined by their BaZi and its contents such as the relationship and interactions between the eight characters, clashes, combinations and the compatibility of the elements on the whole.

With BaZi, we can unveil a person’s Destiny Code. The information contained in a Destiny Code can be used for many purposes, such as to accelerate performance at work, strengthen relationships, overcome weaknesses, maximise potentials, increase talents, and make proper, informed decisions that would assure a prosperous and successful life.
STAGE 1
Understanding Your Wealth Capacity

What is Wealth?
Your True Calling
Smart Money vs Dumb Money
Turning desire to compulsion so it drives you to success
Wealth Stars
• Assets
• Increase Capacity

The Positioning
Companion Stars
• Motivation
• Inspiration

Influential fields in your life
Fire
Metal
Water
Earth
Wood

The right wealth capacity
Area based on destiny code that gives maximum advantages
Areas that you resonate with
Two ways to create wealth

Add value to your and other people’s life

If you don’t know what you have, you don’t know what you can give

Understanding what you are born with

Awareness of talents and gifts in life

5 Stars and 10 Gods

Understanding what you have and multiplying the value

Multiplying value in other people’s life

Increases capacity to creating wealth

Generating wealth in relation to the 5 stars

Wealth Creation Model

Internal vs External Pillars

Wealth Stars in the Pillars

3 ways to generate your income

Expanding the Capacity
STAGE 3
Raising Capital

- To borrow
- To raise the fund
- Ways to obtain funding
- Ocean of wealth
  Types of fishes – types of people who can fund your ideas: family members, investors, professionals
  Certain areas that increases affinity to certain types of investors.

- Location
- Stars
- Conditions

Areas in Destiny Chart that could help raise the capital

Be able to fund the idea and raise capitals

Transform ideas into businesses or career

Borrowing capital

Marrying into wealth

Ways to obtain capital

The right question: ‘How can I be rich?’

‘Will I be rich?’ is the wrong question
Do you know how to run a business?

Self-employment  
Business  
Employment

Ocean of wealth

Money vs Wealth

Increase your value to create your own ocean of wealth

10 values based on your BaZi Destiny Chart

- Hurting Officer  
- Direct Resource  
- Seven Killings  
- Friend  
- Rob Wealth

- Eating God  
- Indirect Wealth  
- Indirect Resource  
- Direct Wealth  
- Direct Officer

The difference of money each of us make in an hour

Everyone created equal, then why do some people make money easily and some struggle?

In destiny chart, there are areas where if you pursue them, you amplify your value

STAGE 4  
Amplifying Your Personal Value
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STAGE 5
Resources

Many forms of resources

Not about resources that you lack

It is about becoming resourceful

The Resource element

From where it is located, it can be determined which type of resources would be helpful to realize your dreams

Types of resources
- Intellectual
- Physical
- Financial
- Connection
- Human

Resource Stars

Pillars

Learn to grab resources in life

3 scenarios for a Resource Star to appear in a chart
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Choosing your best career path using your destiny code

Your Day Master
Your Structure
Your Profile

STAGE 6
BaZi Career Options

Choosing the right platform to succeed when you align your potentials with the opportunities

* Coming soon in 15 January 2017
Your destiny chart can map out your hidden talents

Uncover the special talents you are born with

Invest in time to horn your skills and talents

STAGE 7 Awakening Hidden Talents

* Coming soon in 22 January 2017
STAGE 8
People Management

*Coming soon in 29 January 2017

Managing people in all levels

Understanding other people’s personalities and motivations
STAGE 9
Forming Strategic Alliances

The need to work with people to get what we want in life; money or making a difference

If you are associated with right type of people, and able to form alliances, you can achieve goals faster and easier

The ability who choose who we should partner with, and what can we do to motivate them so they are on the same side with us

Noble People
some people come into our lives and make it better

sometimes we need to be in other people’s life to make their lives better

Noble Star
LOCATION SYNASTRY

Academic Mentors
LOCATION SYNASTRY

Personal relationship and marriage
if you are not able to inspire and help each other, the marriage will not last

Partnership
which area each partner excel at, and form a synergy to propel the business to next level
Change is inevitable
Life is never constant
Yin and Yang of Change
There will be issues to confront and overcome
Nobody wants the same problem happening repeatedly; means life didn’t improve
Life improves when our problems improve with better quality
How do you manage and anticipate the problems?
Two ways life changes
Earthly branches Six Clashes
Six Harmony Combinations

STAGE 10 Creating & Managing Change
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To become good investors, you need business experience

Wealth creation model
- Making Money
- Creating wealth

Equity
- When you buy equity, you become a small or big part business owner
- Buying into value of other people

Real estate
- Some people invest in real estate; based on their destiny charts
- They have better resonance in dealing with properties and land

Other people
- Find the right people, get connected, start partnership

Growth & Expansion

5 ways of getting rich through investment

Different destiny code resonates with different types of investment portfolios

Analysing Investment palace in a Destiny chart helps to understand which type of investment portfolio suits you best

STAGE 11
Investments